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Develop yourself and make the world more resilient.
Join our graduates@swissre programme 2020

̤̤ Start̤of̤application̤period:̤September̤2019
̤̤ Start̤of̤programme:̤September̤2020
̤̤ Go̤to̤http://careers.swissre.com/̤and̤create̤your̤future!



Your opportunity: 

interns@swissre 
Each year, Swiss Re offers a number of motivated students the opportunity to join  
our interns@swissre programme. We target students who have a strong academic  
record and a desire to work in the re/insurance industry. These internships are  
placed throughout different business areas. This is the opportunity to give bright  
and highly motivated students a hands-on experience with real global issues and  
the chance to launch their career at Swiss Re.
 

graduates@swissre
The 18-month graduates@swissre programme offers you exceptional training along  
your chosen development track. The programme combines general business learning  
modules and specific technical modules allowing you to develop a well-rounded  
curriculum including analytical, communication and leadership skills development  
linked to Swiss Re’s corporate principles and strategy. Additionally, you will undertake  
a 16 week job rotation and will meet and interact with people from different countries, 
with varying backgrounds and different professional experiences.
 
You’ll find all information you need to know at http://careers.swissre.com or meet  
us at one of our upcoming university events.

These are the kind of global issues that make life today so challenging and a job at  
Swiss Re so rewarding. By analysing and responding to the major risks the world faces 
we have a positive impact on business and society.

Join one of the world’s leading re/insurers and you’ll be part of a bright, energetic, and 
diverse team that is shaping a strong future for our business – and for your career.

Go to http://careers.swissre.com and find your future!

How can we make the world 
more resilient to natural disasters?
Where will the money come from 
to care for our ageing population?
What can be done to promote  
sustainable economic growth?

Follow us onLet’s be smarter together


